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Choke Me with Candy
by Dustin Wedekind

 Materials:
20 - 30 blown glass twisted tubes 
40 - 60 Swarovski round pearls 
20 - 30 red 5mm rondelles 
Size 11° seed beads 
Clasp 
2 yards Power Pro
1 yard Nymo beading thread (size D)
Turquoise On The Surface metallic thread

This colorful choker looks good enough to eat!

step 1

step 2

Sort the blown glass beads into a symmetrical pattern. 
Using 1 1/2 yards of Power Pro, string the first bead to the center 
of the thread. String 1 pearl on each end of the thread. Work 
ladder-stitch with the large beads, including pearls between each 
stitch (Figure 1). When all the beads are strung, tie a knot with 
the thread, pass back through a stitch and tie another knot. Trim 
close to the knot and burn the thread ends.

Embellish the ladder base. Using a yard of size D beading 
thread, secure it to the bottom edge of the Power Pro. Pass up 
through the first base bead, the first pearl, and down through the 
second base bead. * String 1 rondelle and 1 seed bead. Pass back 
through the rondelle and the second base bead. Pass through the 
next pearl and down through the next base bead. Repeat from * 
for the length of the ladder.

 tools: 
Size 11 beading needle 
Wire cutters

 teChniques
Stringing
Ladder Stitch 

 sKill leVel
Beginner
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step 3

step 4

Using a long length of metallic thread, secure it to the Power Pro ladder stitches. Wrap the metallic thread around 
the Power Pro, covering the length of thread along the top and bottom of the ladder.

Using 18” of Power Pro, pass through one end of the ladder to the center of the thread. String a pearl on each 
end. * String one blown glass bead and 7 miracle beads on both threads. Repeat from * for the length of half the 
finished necklace. String half a clasp and tie a knot. Pass back through a few beads and tie another knot. Pass through 
a couple more beads and trim close to work. Repeat for the other end of the ladder. 

As an editor, illustrator, and designer of beaded 
objects, Dustin Wedekind explores the structures 
found in artwork. Learn more in his book Getting 
Started with Seed Beads (Interweave Press, 2007) or on 
his website www.bedesman.com.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

